Introduction {#sec1-1}
============

Obstructive sleep apnea (OSA) is a common disorder that characterized by snoring, daytime sleepiness, fatigue, repeated termination of airflow (apnea), and hypoxemia.\[[@ref1]\] OSA is an independent risk factor for cardiovascular diseases including hypertension, coronary artery disease, stroke, and pulmonary hypertension.\[[@ref2]\] The prevalence of disease varies in different countries.\[[@ref1][@ref3][@ref4][@ref5][@ref6]\] The gold standard diagnostic method is polysomnography (PSG).\[[@ref2]\] PSG is a noninvasive technique that involves overnight monitoring of several physiological variables including electroencephalography, eye movements, muscle tone as well as respiratory effort, airflow, and oxygen saturation. An apnea is defined as the complete cessation of airflow for a minimum of 10 s. The definition of a hypopnea includes a reduction of airflow that is associated with either an oxygen desaturation (of at least 3% or 4%) or an arousal. OSA is diagnosed when the apnea--hypopnea index (AHI), i.e. the total number of obstructive apneas and hypopneas per hour of sleep is \>5. The severity of OSA is graded according to commonly used clinical criteria as mild (AHI ≥5 but \<15), moderate (AHI ≥15 but \<30), or severe (AHI ≥30).\[[@ref7]\] Considering high cost and inaccessibility of PSG, several screening questionnaires have been developed. The most popular questionnaires are Berlin questionnaire (BQ), STOP-BANG, and Epworth Sleepiness Scale (ESS). These questionnaires had wide range of sensitivity and specificity in different races.\[[@ref8][@ref9][@ref10][@ref11][@ref12][@ref13]\] Hence, we conducted this study to compare the predictive values of these questionnaires in Persian population.

Methods {#sec1-2}
=======

This was a cross-sectional study. We enrolled adult patients who visited Sleep Department of Bamdad Respiratory Research Center, for evaluating suspected OSA between May 2015 and June 2016. Inclusion criteria were as follows: age over 18 years, OSA symptoms (fatigue during the day, nocturnal snoring, and observed apnea by others), no previous treatment, completion of questionnaires, and personal consent to do PSG and participate in the study. Patients were excluded if there was a lack of consent to continue and incompletely finished questionnaire and with a history of psychiatric disorder. Ethical Committee of Isfahan University of Medical Sciences approved the study protocol. Informed written consent was obtained from all patients before inclusion in this study. All patients filled out STOP-BANG, Berlin, and ESS questionnaires.

The STOP-BANG questionnaire includes four subjective (STOP: snoring, tiredness, observed apnea, and high blood pressure) and four demographics items (Bang: body mass index \[BMI\], age, neck circumference, gender). Answering yes to three or more items is categorized as high risk for OSA.\[[@ref14]\] STOP-BANG questionnaire validated in meta-analysis for screening of OSA in sleep clinic and surgical population.\[[@ref10]\] BQ that was developed in 1999 includes three sections. The first section is about snoring, the second section is about daytime fatigue and sleepiness, and the last section is about medical history and anthropometric measures such as hypertension and BMI. If two or more categories were positive, the patient is considered high risk for OSA.\[[@ref12]\] The ESS is an eight-item questionnaire to measure daytime sleepiness. Questionnaire has a four-point Likert response format (0--3), and the score ranges from 0 to 24. ESS score ≥11 indicates excessive daytime sleepiness and high risk for OSA.\[[@ref15]\] We used valid Persian versions of three questionnaires.\[[@ref2][@ref16][@ref17]\]

Then, we performed standard attended overnight PSG by PSG device (SOMNOmedics GmbH, Randersacker, Germany). In standard PSG, electroencephalogram, electrocardiogram, eletrooculogram, chin electromyogram, oronasal airflow, oxygen saturation by pulse oximetry, thoracic, abdominal, and leg movements were recorded. Scoring was done according to the American Association of Sleep Medicine guideline 2015.\[[@ref18]\] Patients were classified based on the AHI values without OSA (AHI \<5), mild OSA (5≤ AHI \<15), moderate OSA (15≤ AHI \<30), and severe OSA (AHI ≥30).

Those who performed PSG were not aware of results of questionnaires. PSGs were interpreted without awareness of medical histories and questionnaires results.

SPSS version 17.0 (SPSS Science, Apache Software Foundation, Chicago, IL, USA) was used. Sensitivity, specificity, positive predictive values (PPV), negative predictive values (NPV), and positive and negative likelihood ratio (LR + and LR−) were calculated using K^2^. The Spearman\'s correlation coefficient was used for three questionnaires in patients. Tests were two-tailed and *P* \< 0.05 was accepted as statistically significant. We evaluated discriminative ability of questionnaires with receiver operating characteristic (ROC) curves.

Results {#sec1-3}
=======

From May 2015 to June 2016, we included 400 patients in our study. There were 234 (58.5%) males and 166 (41.5%) females and mean age was 49.29 ± 9.75 years. Demographic data for quantitative and qualitative parameters were presented in [Table 1](#T1){ref-type="table"}. There was significant association between age with OSA (*P* = 0.005) and between BMI and neck circumference, with moderate and severe OSA (*P* \< 0.001). There was no significant association between genders with OSA.

###### 

Demographic characteristics of patients
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Results of three questionnaires were presented as low risk and high risk in [Table 2](#T2){ref-type="table"}. In PSG, frequencies of without OSA, mild OSA, moderate OSA, and severe OSA were 17 (4.25%), 56 (14%), 84 (21%), and 243 (60.75%), respectively.

###### 

Results of Berlin, STOP-BANG, and Epworth Sleepiness Scale screening questionnaires for obstructive sleep apnea (apnea-hypopnea index ≥5)
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The BQ had the best sensitivity (86.42), but STOP-BANG had the best specificity (82.35%). Predictive parameters of questionnaires including sensitivity, specificity, PPV, NPV, and LR + and LR were presented in [Table 3](#T3){ref-type="table"}.

###### 

Predictive parameters for Berlin, STOP-BANG, and Epworth Sleepiness Scale screening questionnaires for obstructive sleep apnea (apnea-hypopnea index ≥5)
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Area under the ROC curve (95% confidence interval) for OSA (AHI ≥ 5) in Berlin, STOP-BANG, and ESS questionnaires was 0.76 (0.69, 0.08), 0.89 (0.82, 0.96), and 0.69 (0.58, 0.81), respectively. ROC curves for three questionnaires were illustrated in [Figure 1](#F1){ref-type="fig"}. The Spearman\'s correlation coefficient between STOP-BANG and ESS, STOP-BANG and Berlin, and Berlin and ESS were 0.20, 0.44, and 0.29, respectively (*P* \< 0.001).

![Receiver operator characteristic curves of questionnaires (a) Epworth Sleepiness Scale, (b) Berlin, and (c) STOP-BANG for obstructive sleep apnea (apnea--hypopnea index ≥5)](IJPVM-9-28-g004){#F1}

Discussion {#sec1-4}
==========

When evaluating the predictive values of Berlin, STOP-BANG and ESS to identify patients at risk for OSA, Berlin had the highest sensitivity, but STOP-BANG had the highest specificity, area under the curve (AUC), and PPV. Sensitivity and specificity of ESS were between the others. The sensitivity of ESS was especially low.

In the study of Pataka *et al*., ESS, Berlin, STOP, STOP-BANG, and 4-V were evaluated in the general population. The STOP-BANG had the highest sensitivity, NPV, and AUC, but the least specificity. 4-V had the highest specificity. In that study, sensitivity of STOP-BANG and Berlin was 96.2% and 84.4%, respectively. Both tests had low specificity. The sensitivity of Berlin was similar to our study. The low specificity seems to be caused by difference of populations under the study. Their sample was representative of general population.\[[@ref19]\]

In a systematic review performed by Abrishami *et al*., Berlin was the second and STOP-BANG was the third most sensitive questionnaire after Wisconsin in people without a history of sleep disorders. They concluded that STOP-BANG had high quality methodological and reasonably accurate results. Similar to our study, sensitivity of Berlin was more than STOP-BANG.\[[@ref20]\] Du *et al*. assessed predictive value of Berlin, STOP, STOP-BANG, and ESS. STOP-BANG had the highest sensitivity, but Berlin had the highest AUC. AUC for Berlin was similar to our study.\[[@ref21]\]

In the study of Kim *et al*., three questionnaires including sleep apnea of sleep disorder questionnaire, Berlin, and STOP-BANG were compared. Sensitivity of STOP-BANG was more than Berlin. They excluded people with comorbidities such as psychiatric, neurologic, and severe gastrointestinal, cardiac, and malignancy. Therefore, their results cannot be generalized to the general population.\[[@ref22]\] In another studies of Berlin and STOP-Bang in general population, both had good predictive value for screening moderate and severe OSA.\[[@ref23][@ref24]\]

In multiple studies, different predictive parameters were reported for OSA screening questionnaires. Discrepancies were caused by different sampling (community vs. sleep clinic), sample size, sample characteristics (gender, age, BMI, and culture), and AHI cutoff (mild vs. moderate to severe).

We tried to identify the best questionnaire for screening OSA in Persian population. Patients were referred to sleep clinic due to symptoms. We did not perform the study in general population regardless of symptoms. Although we did not exclude patients with comorbidities to simulate general population, our population was not an exact sample of general population. Patients without OSA (AHI \<5) were few. This preselected status of population probably affected our findings. Furthermore, all patients completed Berlin first and ESS last. Because of the effect of time on accuracy of answers, this fixed sequence could be a confounding factor.

Therefore, we recommend the future study on Persian population with sampling of community and random sequences for answering to questionnaires. Accuracy of answers decreases with increasing questionnaires probably. Therefore, it is necessary to use valid questionnaires such as Berlin and STOP-BANG in one session.

Conclusions {#sec1-5}
===========

There is a need for highly sensitive and accurate tests for screening and avoiding misses. Considering this, our study showed that BQ and STOP-Bang are more reliable and preferable than ESS for screening of OSA in Persian population.
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